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boundary

3.
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treatments. Particular regard should be had to the requirement
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The documents should also have regard to the long term
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Materials: ST. KEVIN’S HOSPITAL (prepared with John Cronin & Associates)

management and maintenance of the proposed development
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Materials : ST KEVIN’S CHAPEL ENTERPRISE OFFICE CENTRE (prepared with
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“A report that specifically addresses the proposed materials and
finishes to the scheme including specific detailing of finishes,
the treatment of balconies in the apartment buildings,
landscaped

areas,

pathways,

entrances

and

to provide high quality and sustainable finishes and details
which seek to create a distinctive character for the development.

and a life cycle report for the apartments in accordance with
section 6.13 of the Sustainable Urban Housing: Design
Standards for New Apartments (2018)”.
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LANDSCAPE (prepared by Aecom Landscape);
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2.

MATERIALTY SOFTSCAPE SELECTION

3.

MATERIALITY HARDSCAPE SELECTION

4.

MATERIALITY HARDSCAPE SELECTION & FURNITURE

1). Introduction. Material Approach
The material palette proposed for the St. Kevin’s Hospital site
takes its inspiration from two main sources. The first is the large
red brick St Kevin’s former Hospital buildings on the site and the
brick use on adjoining buildings such as the old Waterworks
(now Innovation Hub) building below the site.

The front of these buildings are clad in brick, slate or stone, with
the back often smooth render, an approach employed in the
proposed scheme .These influences generate an architecture
that has a robust and simple approach in the traditional manner
and is very much of its place.

The second source is the Victorian and Georgian city ridges of
Cork City with their vertical expression and varied use of plaster
and brick .

The brick is proposed to have a warm terracotta colour
throughout with this changing to a lighter buff brick within the
curtilage of St Kevin’s Hospital and the Chapel building to its

Red Brick Use at St. Kevin’s Hospital and Old Cork Waterworks Building below the site.

Landscaped Walk

Traffic calmed pedestrian friendly streets
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St. Kevin's Hospital-

Georgian & Victorian City Ridges, Cork City.
MATERIALS AND FINISHES

The plaster walls will use warm greys and terracotta colours to
match with the brickwork and blend into the landscape.

Plaster, brick &.slate finish to streetscape.

Passively surveyed pedestrian Street
Articulated brickwork fades

St. Kevins’s Hospital Detail .

West. This will ensure St Kevin’s Hospital continues to provide
the iconic structure on the skyline with the residential elevations
subordinate to this protected structure.

Material Selection Key Plan
The choice of a brick and plaster as the main cladding material
for the scheme is inspired by the existing St. Kevin’s Hospital
building on the site with its full brick façade. This is combined
with the city ridge tradition of plaster and slate, anchoring the
scheme to its context.

Brick finish to all
elevations on main
avenue

Smooth plaster finish
to rear courtyard

The key plan here demonstrates how brick is used in critical
ways throughout the scheme to define character zones,
strengthen main routes & greenways and provide a hierarchy to
public and semi- public streets and spaces.

In addition, the brick colour lightens as you drop to the historic
core of the site, surrounding the protected St. Kevin's Hospital &
former Chapel. This will retain their dominance in the landscape
when viewed both from within the site and from long distance
views from the south . Furthermore providing visual variety and
maximising light to the rear north facing courtyard behind St.
Kevin's hospital.
It is proposed to use render on rear and courtyard elevations,
typical of Victorian & Georgian buildings in Cork City. The plaster
walls will use warm greys and terracotta colours to match with
the brickwork and blend into the landscape.
Smooth plaster finish
to rear courtyards and
elevations

Brick Use & material selection within the scheme
Existing red brick St. Kevin's hospital
Existing rubble sandstone-built Chapel building
Buff brick to respect historical context
Warm Terracotta Brick
Smooth Plaster finish.
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2). Materials: WALK UP APARMENTS BLOCK S, T & U
The distinctive façades of these blocks give a unique identify to
the courtyard north of St. Kevins Hospital and defines this area
as the historic core of the scheme. The use of a lighter buff brick
with the use of light mortar will give the buildings a lighter
expression, respect the protected former Hospital building and
bring reflections and light into the courtyard.

Flush pointed brickwork
with Light mortar

Returning brick soffit to
balcony changing to
hardwood timber cladding
to soffit

Deep reveals with brick
detailing
• Buff brick finish with brick return detailing
• Protruded header brick bond detail for elevational
variety & interest.

• Recessed balconies: simple powered coated metal
railings, and handrails
• Selected aluminium/PVC windows / doors

Example balcony
Detailing

Articulated brickwork fades

Buff Brick . Ely Court, South Kilburn by Alison Brooks Architects.
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3). Materials: DUPLEX UNITS
Distinctive two and three storey façades to the duplex units in the scheme
offer a unique identity and interest throughout the scheme.
The brick facades are articulated between the windows by using a protruded
header brick bond. The brick is proposed to have a warm terracotta colour
and it has a warmer expression by the use of a grey mortar.
Roofs are a dark, fibre cement slate to give a domestic familiarity to these
courtyards

Flush pointed brickwork
with dark mortar

Contemporary single
storey volume defining
entrances

Fibre cement dark slate
to roofs
• Aluminium/PVC selected windows / doors
• Red brick finish with brick return detailing
• Protruded header brick bond detail for elevational
variety & interest.

• Smooth plaster finish to projecting porch detail in
contemporary grey render

Protruding brick header
brick bond detail to
selected areas on front
elevations

Articulated brickwork fades
Front elevation
demonstrating rhythm
and proportion
Red Brick Reference
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The brick facades to the duplex units are contrasted with render
facades. The render use defines rear elevations and some
internal courtyards and provides interest throughout the scheme.

The plaster walls will use warm greys and terracotta colours to
match with the brickwork and blend into the landscape.

Here also the plastered walls follow the brick pattern by having
different coloured render around the windows.

The apartments and duplexes have parapets to be more in
keeping with the pattern of brick and plaster parapets along the
cork city ridges.

Axonometric
front elevation

Axonometric
rear elevation

Rear Elevation
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Warm Render References

Render Detail around window openings

4). Materials: DUPLEX BLOCK R
Block R duplex units sits between the retained Chapel Building and
the St Kevins Hospital. It required a differing material approach to the
other duplex blocks due to its prominence in the landscape and a
desire to recess it into its historical context.
Therefore its brick will follow that of the walk up apartments S,T & U
with the use of a lighter buff brick and mortar to give the building a
lighter expression, respecting the protected former Hospital building
and Chapel .

The slate roofing and masonry detail of the central archway section of the former link
corridor structure will be retained as per the method statement in the Architectural Heritage
Impact Assessment (AHIA).
Masonry walls to either side of the central archway and steps will be taken down to existing
sill level to retain the footprint and form of the remaining section of historic corridor which
has lost its function with the site’s change of use. The top of this remaining historic wall will
be consolidated and rough-racked using rubble sandstone and lime mortar.

Feature header detail to selected areas with brick
window reveal

Block R southern view showing its relationship within historic context .
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Buff Brick Reference Images . Ely Court, South
Kilburn by Alison Brooks Architects.

5). Materials: TOWNHOUSES
The proposal takes its inspiration from the large brick St Kevin’s
Hospital and city ridge of plaster and slate.
The brick facades are articulated around the windows by using a
protruded header brick bond. The brick is proposed to have a
warm terracotta colour and it has a lighter expression by the use
of white mortar.
The brick facades are mixed with render facades. Here also the
plastered walls follow the brick pattern by having different
coloured render around the windows.

Precedent façade treatment

The plaster walls will use warm greys and terracotta colours to
match with the brickwork and blend into the landscape.
The apartments and duplexes have parapets to be more in
keeping with the pattern of brick and plaster parapets along the
cork city ridges.

Precedent façade treatment

Recessed panel detail to front elevation with feature
header to selected areas
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Precedent façade treatment

Feature header detail to selected areas with brick
window reveal

Architectural Precedent Projects : Materials and Architectural Expression
The proposal takes its inspiration from the large brick St Kevin’s
Hospital and city ridge of plaster and slate.
The brick facades are articulated around the windows by using a
protruded header brick bond. The brick is proposed to have a
warm terracotta colour and it has a lighter expression by the use
of white mortar.
The brick facades are mixed with render facades. Here also the
plastered walls follow the brick pattern by having different
coloured render around the windows.

Precedent roof/eaves details

The plaster walls will use warm greys and terracotta colours to
match with the brickwork and blend into the landscape.
The apartments and duplexes have parapets to be more in
keeping with the pattern of brick and plaster parapets along the
cork city ridges.

Seamless aluminum rain-water goods

Fibre cement slate to roofs

Extruded aluminum guttering

Flush gable brickwork to fibre cement slate soffit

Front elevation
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Extruded aluminum recessed downpipe detail

Rear elevation

Materials: ST KEVIN’S HOSPITAL CONVERSION
Proposals for this building involve conservation of most of the
remaining masonry fabric in accordance with the best practice
methodology included in the Architectural Heritage Impact
Assessment (AHIA).

Localised specialist cleaning will restore distinctive south façade with red and yellow brick detailing contrasting with
cut limestone sills and dressings. All cogent proportion and moulded detail will be retained in repaired or
replacement timber sash windows.
Small new additions to the front elevation will provide proportionate and legibly modern detail which does not
detract from the uniformly arranged façade. At the rear, there will be a new interpretation of the restrained
elevational treatment that such prominent south-facing buildings have behind grander façades. The central third is
proposed to contain a modern glazed and rendered extension flanked by retained rubble-stone and brick end bays.
This allows for continued uninterrupted views to the significant front and side elevations of this landmark structure.

The original roof form will be reinstated to match the detail of the
surviving east section with cast-iron rainwater goods conserved.
All existing chimney stacks will be retained or reconstructed
where necessary. Slates salvaged from existing buildings
proposed to be demolished on site will be reinstated on St
Kevin’s roof.

Salvaged natural slate roof
Light-coloured cast iron rainwater goods
complementing cut limestone plinth and cornice
White-painted repaired or replica
timber sash windows
Contrasting stone string course and cornice-level
detail along with limestone sills to be retained,
steam-cleaned and repaired where necessary

Mount St Anne’s, Dublin

Small new glazed lobbies will read as modern
replacements of former lean-to structures here but
restrained external materials will cause minimal
visual interference to overall façade

Retained elements of rear rubble stone elevations
with brick detail will be cleaned if necessary and
re-pointed locally where required
Proposed glazed and render finish to new rear
elevations will be legibly contemporary but will be
sympathetic to and draw its visual inspiration from the
retained historic elevational treatments

Mount St Anne’s, Dublin
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Ursuline Convent Blackrock, Cork

Materials : ST KEVIN’S CHAPEL ENTERPRISE OFFICE CENTRE
St. Kevin’s Chapel :
It is proposed to convert the St. Kevin’s Chapel to Office use. The type of office
use under consideration is an Enterprise Office Centre whereby a space can be
rented by small enterprises or start-ups where there is the provision of shared
facilities such as meeting rooms and social spaces for interaction.
Initial conservation works will include all necessary repairs to the roof, rainwater
goods, walls and windows and these will be undertaken in accordance with
international best practice as detailed in the method statement appended to the
AHIA.

Slates salvaged from the existing chapel roof as well as from existing buildings
proposed to be demolished elsewhere on the site should be reinstated on chapel
roof prioritising south elevations if quantity is limited
Existing widespread cementitious pointing to rubble masonry should be retained
in situ where sound but replaced with lime, finished flush with stone surface
where joints require replacement. This is in anticipation of complete replacement
of all inappropriate cement-based mortar joints in medium term future if severe
damage to stonework in the course of its removal can be avoided.

Natural slate roof and distinctive crested ridge
to be retained following roof restoration
Cast iron rainwater goods painted black, defining line
between dark slate roof and light-coloured stone walls
Appropriate leaded or contemporary stained glass windows
within limestone frames with specialist conservation of cut
stone detail where necessary
Existing rubble sandstone façades to be made good with
localised lime mortar pointing where required.
Cut limestone parapet and buttress detail to be retained,
steam-cleaned if considered necessary and repaired where
presently damaged with new stone to match surrounding
masonry detail.

St Kevin’s Chapel – Elevations
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Materials : LANDSCAPE MATERIALITY please also refer to Aecom landscape materiality report.
BOUNDARY TREATMENTS
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BOUNDARY TREATMENTS
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BOUNDARY TREATMENTS
LANDSCAPE
MATERIALITY. Softscape Selection
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LANDSCAPE MATERIALITY. Softscape Selection
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LANDSCAPE MATERIALITY. Softscape Selection
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LANDSCAPE MATERIALITY. Hardscape Selection
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LANDSCAPE MATERIALITY. Hardscape Selection. Surface & Edge Treatments
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LANDSCAPE MATERIALITY. Hardscape Selection
Selection.&Surface
Furniture
& Edge Treatments
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LANDSCAPE MATERIALITY. Hardscape Selection & Furniture
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St Kevin’s Strategic Housing Development
Shanakiel,
Cork.
MATERIALS AND FINISHES – December 2020
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